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INTRODUCTION

Primitive primates, prosimians in a broad
sen.se (including tarsioids), were abundant
in the early Tertiary of North America and

Europe. Many of them are clearly extinct

side branches without special relationships
to any living forms. Others seem to be close

to the ancestry of the Recent Lemuriformes
and Tarsiiformes, although annectant mid-
dle and late Tertiary forms are not known.

Special affinities of known early Tertiary

prosimians with the Lorisiformes have been

suggested but not clearly demonstrated. A
single, poorly known lorisiform of probable
Pliocene (Nagri) age has been described

from the Siwaliks of India: Indroloris luJli

Lewis, 1933. All other fossils definitely
identified as Lorisiformes or Lorisidae (in-

cluding Galaginae )
are from East Africa. A

few specimens are from the Pleistocene of

Olduvai, Tanganyika, and belong near or

in Gala^o sene^alemis, a living species of

the same general region. They have been
discussed elsewhere (Simpson, 1965). Speci-
mens from the Miocene of Kenya and

Uganda are more numerous and taxonom-

ically varied. They are the subjects of the

present study.
The first of these specimens were dis-

covered at Koru, Kenya, by Dr. A. T.

Hopwood in 1931 for the British Museum
(Natural History). Those specimens, de-

scribed below, have not hitherto been men-
tioned in print. The first published speci-

men was from Songhor, Kenya, and was
named ProiiaJag^o dome by Maclnnes

(1943). Many more specimens were later

found by Dr. L. S. B. Leakey and his asso-

ciates at Songhor and also at several local-

ities on Rusinga Island in Lake Victoria,

Kenya. Most of these were described by
Sir Wilfrid E. Le Gros Clark and Mr. D. P.

Thomas
( 1952 ) , who referred the speci-

mens in their hands to three species of

Pwgalago. In 1956 Le Gros Clark added

a description of a nearly complete skull,

identified as Profialogo sp., from Rusinga
Island. A palate and facial skull from

Napak, Uganda, has most recently been

described as Mioeuotictis bishopi by Leakey

(in Bishop, 1962). Other specimens are
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now known that were not included in any
of those previous studies, and a revision

involving all materials now available is here

presented.
Recent forms directly available for com-

parison in the Museum of Comparative

Zoology, Harvard University, include all

the genera and species recognized as valid

by Hill (1953) with the exception of Etio-

ticus [or Galci'^o] inu.stus, the status of

which is quite uncertain. In any event, the

Miocene and Recent groups are sufficiently

distinct that comparisons at the specific

level are not particularly significant.
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RECENT LORISIDAE

The fossil lorisids must be compared in

the first instance with the Recent forms,

which are therefore briefly reviewed. The

Recent Lorisiformes seem beyond serious

question to comprise a valid phylogenetic
taxonomic unit of rather closely related

groups. They have commonly been placed
in the single family Lorisidae, and I prefer

to continue that usage although, inevitably,

some students have split them into two or

more families, usually Lorisidae and Galag-
idae as by Hill

(
1953 ) . Those two sub-

sidiary lorisiform taxa are here recognized
as subfamilies, Lorisinae and Galaginae, of

the Lorisidae.

Although they retain many primitive fea-

tures and are prosimian in evolutionary

level, the lorisids as a whole also ha\e

definite specializations in comparison with

the earliest or with the most primitive living

primates. Among these specializations are:

great enlargement of orbits and correlated

remodeling of facial skull but without

marked absolute reduction of snout; com-

plete bulla incorporating the ectotympanic
in its lateral part; inflation of the mastoid;

reduction of incisors to two and of pre-

molars to three in each jaw; presumed
lower canine incisiform and lorming with

the incisors the so-called "comb"; Pj canini-

h)rm; molars essi'utialK' primitive but strong

Inpocone on W- and no distinct paraconid
on Ml :;; first digit of manus and pes ex-

tremel\ (li\ergent, second usually reduced

and fourth usualK- longest, grasping maiiiK

between first and fourth.

The long-standing distinction of lorisines

and galagines in classifications has been

based primarily on these characters: the

more elongate hind legs, notabK in the

tarsus, of the galagines; correlated loco-
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motion, saltatory in galagines and hand-

ov^er-hand in lorisines; and the much more
active behavior of galagines. (This is an

unusual example of the diagnostic use of a

behavioral character. )
Classification of the

fossils must, however, be based on skulls.

jaws, and dentitions for the present, at

least. Various authorities, especially Greg-

ory ( 1922) and Hill (1953), have compared
these parts in the Recent members of the

two groups. Among the supposed distinc-

tions are the following:

Lorisinae

Cranium less globular; posterior part flat-

tened dorsoventrally.

Bulla and mastoid inflation variably less;

mastoid projects laterally.

Zygoma and mandible deep, heavy.

Orbits directed more forward or for\vard

and upward.

Interorbital septum narrower.

Palate and dental arch broader and shorter.

Basicranial region shorter, midcranial longer.

Skull shorter and wider.

P^ relatively shorter, not molariform.

Galaginae

More globular; not flattened.

Strongly inflated, but mastoid projects less

laterally.

Slender.

Orbits directed more laterally.

Wider.

Narrower and relatively longer.

Midcranial shorter, basicranial longer.

Skull longer and narrower (but cranium

relatively broader, fide Hill).

P] submolariform; P^ elongate with well de-

veloped talonid.

I cannot confirm any single skull charac-

ter as typologically diagnostic, that is, as

affording a clear-cut distinction between all

the members of one subfamily and all of the

other. Evidence of pertinence to a sub-

family may, nevertheless, be given by char-

acters that do appear in some members of

a subfamily, although not in all, and that

do not occur in the other subfamily. For

example, a relatively uninflated bulla, flat-

tened ventrally, and a deep, heavy mandi-

ble occur in some Lorisinae (in Perodicticus

and to some extent in Nijcticebus, but not

in Loris or Arctocebus) and in no Galaginae.
I have been unable to confirm some sup-

posed distinctions in any members of the

pertinent subfamilies. For example. Hill

(
1953 ) gives cuspidate cingula on upper

incisors and a long upper post-canine
diastema as characteristic of Galaginae (

his

Galagidae), but I did not find these fea-

tures on any specimens seen by me and

they are absent in Hill's own illustrations.

The only character of skull and dentition

that I have found to be typologically diag-

nostic of the Recent subfamilies is the

greater molarization of the premolars in the

Galaginae. Even this character must be

evaluated with caution when dealing with

fossils. In the first place, in this family dm^
are not lost until well after M!^ are in full

use. An apparent adult with seemingly
molariform P^, diagnostic of the Galaginae,

may therefore in reality be a young lorisine

retaining molariform dm]. In the second

place, the Recent lorisine condition is pre-

simiably primitive and probably occurred

at some time in the galagine ancestry. And

finally, any single character such as this

may not stand up among all extinct lin-

eages. There is no o priori reason why some

Tertiary lorisine might not have evolved

more specialized P] as in Recent galagines.

Under these circumstances, reference of

fossils to the Lorisinae, Galaginae, or neither

cannot be based on typological definitions
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of sul^families but, if possible at all, de-

pends on balances of resemblances and on

possible phylogenetic connections with one

or another of the living species and genera.
Four species of living lorisines are now

generally recognized, and these are so dis-

tinct that they are almost always placed in

four monotypic genera: Loris iardiiimdu.s,

Nycticebus coucanfi, Arctoccbus calabaren-

sis, and Perodicticu.s potto. The geographic
associations and the vernacular naming of

the first two species as "lorises" and of the

latter two as "pottos" belie their resem-

blances and probable affinities. Asiatic

Lorls most closely resembles African Arcto-

ccbus, and Asiatic Nycticebus African

Pcrodicticus. The resemblances might con-

ceivably be convergent, but it seems more

likely that they are homologous. It is prob-
abk> that the two ancestral Loris-Arctoccbus

and Nycticebus-Perodicticus lineages first

became differentiated and that in each a

geographically isolated, vicarious pair of

species and genera later evolved in Asia and
Africa.

Although the Calaginae include more

si)ecies than the Lorisinae, they are a more

compact group, no two of them differing as

much as do, for example, Loris tardi^adus
and Pcrodicticus j)ofto. Five species of liv-

ing galagines are universally recognized and
one or two more may proxc \alid although
now del ii led inadequately, at best. With the

inflationary taxonomy that afflicts all the

primates, each of the five sure .species has

b(>en given generic rank at one time or an-

other, but all have also been placed in the

single genus Gal(iii,o. liill (1953) recog-
nizes Giddiio with the species sencfi^alcnsis

(type), crassicatidatus, and atlciti, Euotictis

elcfs,antulus, and C.alaiioidcs dcmidovii.

l^ciilally and osteologically, at least, tlic

last -named species seems (piite close to llie

Upc ol (Utluiio, and I jirefer to IcMve it in

til, it ij;(iiiis, recognizing only the slightK
more abcnaiit Euoticus elciiantidus as

generically distinct, llill also recognizes a

sixtli sii|)p()sed species, I'jiolicu.s /uf/.s/i/.s,

tlie only species here named that I haw

not seen. It was first described as a sub-

species of Gcdap,o scncfialensis, which may
yet prove to be its correct status, but was

given specific rank and removed to Euoticus

on the grounds that the nails are somewhat

pointed and ridged as in that genus. That

single character seems inadequately defini-

tive, and it is possible that it occurs as a

specific, subspecific, or indeed merely in-

dividual variation in Galai^o.

There is no e\idence that galagines have

ever occurred outside of Africa, where they
seem to represent moderate radiation of a

single stock. They superficially resemble

Torsius, and may be considered the Ethio-

pian vicars of the Oriental tarsiers, but in

this case it is clear that the resemblance is

convergent.

Although the Recent species, as here

listed (with the probable exception of

"Euoticus inustt^s"), can be readily identi-

fied from skulls and dentitions, all are

markedly \'ariable. Not e\en the dental

formula, variations in which are often con-

sidered by paleontologists as ij)so facto

generic, is constant. For all species the

modal formula, in the customary fonn, is

indeed
^T-|-fif , as given in all the reference

works, but deviations from it are so com-

mon that they cannot be considered abnor-

mal. The small Museum of Comparati\e

Zoology series of lorisines includes a skull

of Nycticebus coiu-auis, with a single pair of

up]>er incisors and no tracc^ of others, as

well as one of Pcrodicticus potto with no

trace of M-' on either sid(> and indeed no

place for those teeth in the aKcolar margin.
There is also a skull of GahiLio crassi-

caudatus that has the iioinuil two incisors

on one side but on the otiier sid(> a single

tooth w ith a bifid crown, as if the two in-

cisors had fused in [\\v aKcolar direction

and formed a single crown base and root.

N'ariations ol each of the teeth in size and
structural details ar(> also striking, and \.\\e\

beeoini' spcctaculai- in M' of Pcrodicticus

polio, which ina\ be only moderately
sniallcr than \\- and similar in structure.
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may be a vestige with only one distinct

cusp, or may be entirely absent.

Finally, a comment should be made on

the dental formula. It is generally assumed
that the teeth present, in terms of those

primitive for placentals, are l\y, C| Vr'j^

M\~J^. However, I do not know of any con-

clusive evidence that the third tooth in the

lower jaw, completely incisiform, is not in

fact an incisor, in which case the lower

canine has been lost. It is also uncertain

which upper or, if any, which of the original
three lower incisors and which of the orig-

inal four premolars have been lost. The gap
in the upper series is in the position of l\

not I"'. The most anterior of the remaining
lower premolars occludes directly against
the posterior side of the upper canine, and
this seems more likely for Pi than for Pj.

If this tooth is Pi, Po is probably the one
that is absent. The teeth really present may
be

l-;_l C,\ F-^'l^ M\-l Nevertheless, to

avoid confusion in comparison with other

literature, I here use the conventional iden-

tifications, and they may finally prove to

be correct.

LOCALITIES AND AGE
Collections in Kenya were made by L. S.

B. Leakey and his associates, for the most

part from 1947 to 1956, at Songhor and on

Rusinga Island. Songhor is in Kericho ap-

proximately 31 miles almost due east of

Kisumu. Rusinga Island, South Nyanza, is

at the mouth of Kavirondo Gulf, 40-45
miles west-southwest of Kisumu. The few

specimens from near Koru were found in

1931 by A. T. Hopwood. The Koru locality,

in Kericho, is about eight miles south-south-

east of Songhor. All three Kenya localities

are shown, e.g., in Whitworth, 1954, fig. 1,

and on War Office map G.S.G.S. 4355,

Sheet S.A. 36/3 (the Kisumu sheet of the

map of East Africa on the scale 1:500,000).
The Songhor and Koru specimens are from

essentially unified deposits of small extent.

Those from Rusinga Island are scattered

over a large area and in a tliick and com-

plex sequence of beds. The more precise
field localities of the various Rusinga speci-
mens are given below as far as available.

Those localities are mapped and approxi-

mately placed stratigraphically in Whit-

worth, 1954, figure 2, and page 4. The

geology of Rusinga Island and adjacent
areas is further discussed by Shackleton

(1951), Whitworth (1953), and McCall

(1958).
The one identifiable specimen (

Mioeuo-

ticus) from Uganda is from the dissected

Tertiary volcano Napak in Karamoja, north-

east Uganda, or more exactly from faunal

site Napak I in a col between Akisim and
Alekilek. The geology is discussed and a

detailed map is given by Bishop (
1962

)
.

At all four localities the lorisiforms are

accompanied by higher primates and by
numerous mammals of other orders. Com-

plete faunal lists are not yet available for

any of the localities. It seems highly im-

probable that all parts of the complex
Rusinga sequence and the other three

widely scattered deposits are of the same

geological age. The incomplete yet rather

extensive faunal studies so far made have

not, however, established any appreciable
difference in age or any determinable se-

quence either within the Rusinga complex
or among the four localities. The lorisiforms

so far have no significance in this respect.
As shown in Table 1, they are not quite the

same at the four localities, but the differ-

ences could be due entirely to chances of

discovery or to differences of facies, for

which there is some other evidence (see

Whitworth, 1958, pp. 45-47
)

. In any event,

they do not in themselves suggest a tem-

poral sequence.
Data for correlation of these faunas with

the standard European stages are exiguous.
An early suggestion that they are Burdi-

galian is frequently repeated and has come
to seem authoritative by mere repetition.

Nevertheless, it rests on minimal, incon-

clusive, and in part conflicting evidence.

The broader, even more frequently repeated
statement that these deposits are Lower
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Table 1. Localities of identified specimens of Tertiary lorisids; mandibles only

Rusinga

Rla R2 R3a Kathwanga Gumba

Songhor Koru

Progakigo dorae

P. songhorcnsi.'i

P. cf. .^otighori'tisis

Komha rohimius

K. cf. whu.stii.s-

Kumba minor

Propotto leaketji

X

X
X X

X
X

[Probably also Rusinga, site uncertain]

X
X

X

X
X

X

Miocene depends not only on their uncer-

tain correlation as Burdigalian but also on

the placing of the Burdigalian itself, con-

sidered Lower Miocene by some authorities

but Middle Miocene by others.

Recently, Evernden, Savage, Curtis, and

James (
1964

)
have reconsidered the age of

the Rusinga deposits on the basis of potas-

sium/argon ratios and also (at second hand)
the faunas. They conclude that the age is

Barstovian in American terms, which would
be Vindobonian

(
in a broad sense, at least

)

in European terms. Most stratigraphers
would call that late Miocene although some

might consider it middle Miocene. In their

sample data, Evernden et al. confusingly

give the age of their Rusinga rock samples
as "Early Miocene (?), Early Pliocene {?)."

The radiological date was arrived at by
selecting one of five radically discrepant
results. Three are obviously wrong. An-

other, although discarded, would place the

beds in tlu' Ikudigalian, which has long
been considered probable on other grounds.
Their selected date indicates little or no

difference in age from beds at Fort Teriian

where the iauna is clearly and decidedh
later. Their conclusion on radiological

grounds is unconxincing, at best.

Hie paleontological evidence of these

authors is even less convincing. The record

real!) most suggestive oi middle or late

Miocene age is jXTJiaps Dorcdlhcriuni.

which is predominantK' Vindobonian in

Europe. However, contrar\ to their Tai)le

7, the genus has been rejiorted from the

Burdigalian. The African h)nns are, more-

over, distinctive and might well represent

pre-Vindobonian origin of the genus in

Africa or an allied but earlier genus. Aside

from that, Exernden ct al. emphasize "a

number of forms . . . never . . . reported

previously in early Miocene deposits," but

without exception these are groups with

such scantv fossil records that thev could

just as well turn up in the early Miocene as

anywhere else. The authors include gala-

gines in this supposed e\idence for post-

early Miocene age, but in fact (as their

own Table 7 shows) no fossil galagines
have been reported from an\' other de-

posits. They have at present no bearing
whatever on the age of these beds within

the Cenozoic. This is not the place to dis-

cuss the correlation further, and the data

for doing so are not yet adequate. It must,

however, be emphasized that the fossils

described here do not help in this respect.
In themselves they do not suggest any par-
ticular age, and the indirect e\idence at

present hardly warrants greater precision
than to say that they are probably Miocene.

CONSOLIDATEDSPECIMEN LIST

Specimens collected b\' Leake\'s parties

generally have field designations including
a symbol for the area of collection, the

serial number lor the s(>ason, and the \ear.

marked on the spt>cimens tlu>msel\es in

India ink. Thus Sl()'49 indicates the tenth

specimen collected at Songhor in 1949.

Most ol the specimens described b\ Le
Cros C]lark and Thomas

( 1952) were gi\(Mi

their field designations. onl\ , in slightK
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different fonn, SIO'49, for example, being

published by them as S.IO, 1949. Other

field designations have R for Rusinga
Island. The types, only, of three species

pre\ioiisly recorded from Kenya were de-

posited in the British Museum
(

Natural

History) where they were given numbers
in the register of fossil mammals

(
indicated

by the prefix or superscript M). Thus the

tvpe of Progala^o dome, S9'38, is also B.M.

('N.H.)M. 16907, and is so listed by Le Gros

Clark and Thomas. Specimens not in the

British Museum are, with few exceptions,
in the Coryndon Memorial Museum, Nai-

robi, Kenya. Almost all the primate speci-

mens of the Leakey collections, including
some already registered with British Mu-
seum (Natural History) numbers, were there

listed and numbered in a special manuscript

catalogue of fossil primates. Thus the type
of Progalago minor has the number 103 on

the specimen itself (for S103'48), is de-

scribed as Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) M. 16877

by Clark and Thomas, but has the Coryndon
Memorial Museum (hereafter abbreviated

C.M.M.) primate catalogue number 297.

The latter numbers have not hitherto been

used in publication, but are useful for find-

ing and identifying the specimens at C.M.M.
The two specimens from Koru have British

Museum numbers, only, and the one speci-

men from Napak has both a field number
and a registry number (NAP. 1.3.6/58)

given by Bishop (
1962

)
in the original

publication.

Completeness of reference to previous
literature and existing collections and ar-

chives thus involves five different systems,
with at least two distinct designations for

each specimen in most cases and sometimes

three. Repeated complete listing in text,

tables, and legends of illustrations would
be almost impossibly clumsy. There is also

some convenience in having data on all

specimens given just once in a consolidated

list. I therefore give such a list in this

section along with irrcducibly short and

simple letter designations (A, B, etc.) which

will be used throughout the rest of this

study. Although still another set of speci-
men designations is thus added, this reduces

the complication and confusion that would
ensue from attempts to use those already

applied. Available locality data, reference to

previous publications (
if any ) , and notes

as to anatomical parts preserved are given
in this list and not repeated elsewhere.

There are no instances of association of

skull and mandible or upper and lower

teeth. Those two categories of specimens
are therefore listed separately. The classifi-

cation is at present based primarily on

lower dentitions, and they alone figure in

the distribution data of Table 1.

Lower Jaws and Teeth

Progolago dorae

A. Type. S9'38; C.M.M. 100; B.M.(N.H.)
M. 16907. Left ramus: P4, M,; alveoli

P., Ml, M;>. Maclnnes, 1943, pp. 145-

148, pi. 23, figs. 2, 2A, 2B. Clark &
Thomas, 1952, p. 2, pi. 2, figs. 4, 5.

B. R608'49; C.M.M. 370. Left ramus: ^^^

(broken). Ma, NL (broken); alveoli P2-4.

Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 5. Site RIA.
C. S310'49; C.M.M. 404. Right ramus: Po 4.

Clark & Thomas, 1952, pp. 3-4, pi. 3,

fig. 6.

D. S104'48; C.M.M. 298. Right ramus: P.. .;

alveoli P4-Mn. Clark & Thomas, 1952,

p. 4.

Pro go lago songli o rem is

E. Type. SIO'49; C.M.M. .388. Left ramus:

Mn_3. Clark & Thomas, 1952, pp. 4-5,

pi. 3, figs. 7-8 (as "Progalago dorae").
F. S81'47; C.M.M. 206. Left ramus: M,

(broken), M.. Clark & Thomas, 19.52,

p. 5.

P. ef. songliorcmis-

C. R167'51; C.M.M. 625. Left ramus: R^
Ml (all broken); alveoU L-P,. Clark &

Thomas, 1952, pp. .5-6, text-fig. 1 (as

"Progcdago dorae"). Kathwanga.
Komba r(d)itsius-

H. Type. S390'49; C.M.M. 414; B.M.(N.H.)
M. 16876. Right ramus: P., (broken),

P4-M0; alveoli L>-P.. Clark & Thomas,

19.52, pp. 9-10, pi. 3, figs. 14, 16 (as

"Progalago" rohustus ) .

I. S102'48; C.M.M. 296. Left ramus: IV
Mo; alveoli P.. Clark & Thomas, 1952,

pp. 10-11 (as "Progalago" robiistus).

J. S8'47; C.M.M. 194. Right ramus: M.;

alveoli Mo. Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 11,

pi. 3, fig. 12 (as "Progalago" rohustus).
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K. R76'51; C.M.M. 621. Right ramus: Mi-s

(all imperfect). Site R3a.

L. R618'.50; C.M.M. 544. Right ramus: Mi .>.

Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 10, pi. 3, fig. 15

(as ^'Progalago" robiistus). Site Gumba.
K. cf. rohustiis

M. R278'56; C.M.M. 717. Right ramus: M2-3.

Site R2.

N. B.M.(N.H.) M. 14282. Right ramus: P4-

M-.. Collected by A. T. Hopwood at

Koru, 1931.

?Koniba minor

O. Type. S103'49; C.M.M. 297; B.M.(N.H.)
M. 16877. Right ramus: Mm. Clark &
Thomas, 1952, pp. 11-12, pi. 3, figs. 17-

18 (as "Progalago" minor).
P. S458 (no other date). Left ramus: P4-

M..

Q. R611'49; C.M.M. 371. Left ramus: M, ,.

Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 12 (as "Pro-

galagd' minor). Site Rla.

Propotto leakeyi
R. Type. S391'49; C.M.M. 421A. Right

ramus: P3-M2, alveoli of M.^.

S. SONGHOR. (The locality "Soughor,"
without field number or year of collec-

tion, is lettered on the specimen; the label

with tlie specimen belongs to an upper
molar from Rusinga 1 and is incorrect. )

Left ramus: P3-M1, M;!, alveoli of M2.

T. r58; C.M.M. 745. Right ramus: \U ,.,

roots of P4-M1. ( Site not definitely en-

tered but probably Rusinga. )

Lorisidac indet.

U. R649'49; C.M.M. 372. Isolated tooth.

Site "Kanugere beyond R3a." This closely
resembles a galagine left P2 and was
identified as that tooth of Progalago
dorae by Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 4.

It is, however, too large to belong to

that species and it cannot be definitely
ascribed to any of the forms here de-

scribed.

V. R516'49; C.M.M. 358. Site R3a. An iso-

lated P2 ( not in bone ) could belong to

Progalago dorae, to which it was referred

by Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 4. In in\

opinion the tooth does not suffice for

positive identification. Under the same
field and catalogue number but almost

certainly not of the same individual is

a bone fragment with tlie talonid of M,
or Mj. Tins is inseparable from Kondxi

rohttsttis, although it does not suffice for

positive idi'ntification.

Skills and Ui'pkh li i;rn

Cf. Progalago dorae

AA. Hl*.54; CAIAI. 702. Nearly complete
skull, with right V'-\r and left M' ', and

alveoli of all other teeth. Le Gros Clark,

1956, pp. 1-6, pi. 1. Site R106B (west
of R106). (Although given a 1954 field

number, the specimen was foimd in

1952.)
AF. S93'48; C.XLM. 291. Fragment of right

maxilla with roots of lateral incisor and
canine and crowns of P""^. Clark &
Thomas, 1952, p. 7, pi. 3, fig. 9.

Cf. Progalago songhoren.sis

AE. B.M.(N.H.) M. 14301. Fragment of left

maxilla with \V'\ Collected by A. T.

Hopwood, 1931, at Koru.

AG. S391'49; C.M.M. 421B. Fragment of left

maxilla with M".

AH. S22'49; C.M.M. 4()0A. Fragment of left

maxilla with P^ and remnants of M^"".

Cf. Koiuha rohu.stus

AB. R279'56; C.M.NL 718. Fragment of left

maxilla with P^-M=. Site R2.

AC. R106'48; C.M.M. 219A. Fragment of left

maxilla with M^'. Clark & Thomas, 1952,

p. 6, pi. 3, fig. 10. Site R106.
AD. Rl()05'50; C.M.M. 555. Cranial part of

skull with much of cndocast exposed; no
teeth. Clark & Thomas, 1952, p. 14, pi. 1,

figs. 1-2; pi. 2, fig. 3. Site R3.

Lorisine indet.

Al. S643'56 (no C.M.M. number). Fragment
of right maxilla with broken M".

Miocuotiriis hishopi

AJ. Field No. 3'58; registr\ number NAP.
1.3.6/58. This specimen is part of a col-

lection made by W. W. Bishop for the

Geological Survey of Uganda. There was
an imderstanding that type material from
that collection would exentually be lodged
in the British Museum (Natural History).
Facial part of skull with right P" and P*-

M', left P'-\f, and roots of other teeth.

The original description (Leakey in

Bishop, 1962, p. 7) states in one place
that right and l(4't P' are missing but

later says correctly that the\- are present
and describes them. Described under the

foregoing registry number by L. S. B.

Leake>- as type of Mioeitotieus hi.shopi
in Bishop, 1962, pp. 6-8, pi. 3, figs. A,
B, D.

CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION
OF LOWERJAWS AND DENTITIONS

As iar a.s thr .spcciiiu'ii.s Iroin Kciixa are

(•()nc(>rned, formal clas.sification i.s based on
lower jaws and dentitions. They are more
iiunuToiis than parts of skulls and upper
dentitions; they fall more elearly into groups
now dclina])le; aiul the types of tlie three
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Table 2. Identifications by Le Gros Clark
AND Thomas, 1952, and in present work

Designa-
tion in

present
consoli-

dated list

Identification by
Le Gros Clark
and Thomas

Present
identifi-

cation

A
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list, carefully described by Clark and

Thomas (1952, pp. 3-4). Clark and Thomas

also deleted from the diagnosis the depth

of the mandible, but that was in order to

include the two species that are here re-

moved to the new genus Komba. So far as

now appears, the depth of mandible noted

by Maclnnes is a generic character of Pro-

^alago. Specimens hitherto referred to P.

dorae demonstrably fall into two groups,

here defined as separate species.

Progalago dorae Maclnnes

P. dome Maclnnes, 1943, p. 145.

Holotijpc: Specimen A of consolidated

list.

Hypodigm: Specimens A, B, C, and D.

A doubtfully referred skull, AA, is not in-

cluded in the technical hypodigm.
Known distribution: Miocene of Songhor

and Rusinga Rla, Kenya.

Diagnosis (new): Larger than P. song-

horensis. M;. more rounded. Molar tri-

gonids relatively short and talonids ex-

panded. No external cingulum on trigonids.

Measurements of lower teeth as in Table 3.

Discussion: Maclnnes' diagnosis was not

differential, no other species of Progalago

being then known. Clark and Thomas

(1952) gave a diagnosis differential with

respect to their Progalago robustus and

minor, here removed from this genus. They
cited the deep mandible and the size

[larger tliau robustus and minor]. The

"weakly developed external cingulum on

the anterior part of the lower molars' does

not occur in the type and is now considered

characteristic of a second species, P. son-

ghorensis (below). Other characters given

in Clark and Thomas' diagnosis, not very

distinctive in any case, were derived from

upper molars (specimen AC) which, in

mv opinion, probabh' do not b(>l()ng to this

species or genus.
The specimens now placed in this species

were all known to (>lark and Thomas. Their

descriptions and figures plus the present

new measurements and figures sullice with-

out iiiitlicr detailed eonunenl.

Progalago songhorensis^ new species

Holotijpc: Specimen E of consolidated

list.

Hypodigm: Specimens E and F. Speci-

men C is referred with doubt.

Known distribution: Miocene of Songhor

and doubtfully Kathwanga on Rusinga

Island.

Diagnosis: Smaller than P. dorae. Mo

somewhat more angular. Molar trigonids

slightly longer, relatively, and talonids

slightly less expanded. External cingulum

on trigonid. Measurements of lower teeth

as in Table 3.

Discussion: This species closely resem-

bles P. dorae, and the specimens now placed

in it were referred to P. dorae by Clark and

Thomas. Comparison is based mainly on

four specimens with M^ (specimens A and

B of P. dorae; E and F of P. .songlwrcnsis).

The size difference is greater than one

would expect in a single species, as judged

by comparison with Recent lorisids, in

which Mj is less variable than, for example,

M;.. The difference in size is also consist-

ently associated with the several morpho-

logical differences noted in the diagnosis.

It cannot be maintained that two species

are certainly present, but the probability

is so great that formal separation seems

justified.

Specimen C, also referred to P. dorae In

Clark and Thomas, is smaller than any

specimens now considered certainly P.

dorae and is more nearly the size of P.

songhorcnsis. It ma\ be (^ven a bit smaller

than typical P. songhorcnsis, and reference

to Komba robustus (a still smaller species

despite its name
)

is possible but unlikely.

Direct comparison with specimens confi-

dently referred to P. songhorcnsis is im-

possible because none have the teeth pres-

ent in G.

Specimen C^ is of special interest because^

it preserxcs parts of the broken alveoli ot

the teeth usualK (but perhaps incorrectly)

identified as Ii - C and P- in lorisids and

' Locative fonii of Sonyhor, tin- t>pc locality.
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Table 3. Measi,trements in millitmetebs of lower teeth of Miocene Lorisidae from Kenya.
Designations of specimens ( A, B, etc. ) refer to the consolidated specimen list, where other data are

given. In each species, the first specimen listed is the type. L, length (proximo-distal). W, width

(bucco-lingual). Measurements taken to 0.1 mmwith calibrated reticle in binocular microscope.

Identifications
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lively large, subtriangular, with anterobuc-

cal cuspule; mandible shallow under M.{.

Discussion: Clark and Thomas distin-

guished their species "Progalago" rohustus

and "P." minor primarily by size, but also

mentioned for both the shallower mandible.

As noted in the foregoing diagnosis, these

two species share other well-marked mor-

phological differences from typical Pro-

golago. The differences seem to me defi-

nitely greater than bet\veen, for instance.

Recent Gala go and Euoticiis, and on that

basis they are ranked as generic. The two

species are sharply distinct and it is even

possible that if better known they would

have to be placed in two genera.

Komba robustus (Clark and Thomas)

Progalogo robustus Clark and Thomas, 1952, p. 9.

Holofiipc: Specimen H of consolidated

list.

Hijpodigm: Specimens H, I, J, K, and L.

Specimens Mand N are doubtfully referred

and not included in the hy^Dodigm. Refer-

ence of parts of skulls
( specimens AB, AC,

and AD
)

is still more dubious.

Known distribution: Miocene; Songhor
and R3a and Gumba on Rusinga. Doubt-

fully Koru and R2 on Rusinga.

Diagnosis: Markedly larger than K.

minor. Measurements of lower teeth as in

Table 3. No cingula on lower molars.

Discussion: The diagnoses here given for

K. rohustus and K. minor are the same as

those by Clark and Thomas so far as com-

parison of just these two species is con-

cerned. Except specimen K, which adds

nothing of interest, the specimens in the

hypodigm of rohustus were adecpiately de-

scribed by CLark and Thomas. Doubtfully
referred specimens M and N were not

known to them.

Specimen M has each dimension of M_. .j

within the probable size range of K. rohus-

tus, but these teeth are narrower relative to

their length than in specimens more surely
referable to that species and the trigonids
.seem also to be slightly larger in r(>lati\c'

area.

Specimen N is of special interest as the

only lorisid lower |aw from Koru. It so

nearly resembles the type of K. rohustus

that it is perhaps straining at a gnat not to

refer it to that species, or even to include

it in the hypodigm. Yet the teeth do have

a somewhat more slender but squatter

(lower-crowned) look, and the trigonids

of Ml 2 are somewhat more distinctly tri-

angular. The two localities may be slightly

different in facies, at least, and although
the identification is probable, I cannot con-

sider it quite certain.

Komba minor (Clark and Thomas)

Progalago minor Clark and Thomas, 1952, p. 11.

Holotijpc: Specimen O of consolidated

list.

Hypodigm: Specimens O, P, and Q.
Known distribution: Miocene of Songhor

and Rusinga site Rla.

Diagnosis: Smaller than K. roJnisfus and
with small external cingula on the molar

trigonids and between protoconids and

hypoconids.
Discussion: The well-preserved molars of

the type were correctly described and fig-

ured by Clark and Thomas. Specimen P,

unknown to them, adds knowledge of P4.

This is structurally like the type of K. ro-

])ustus but relatively shorter and wider with

reduced talonid. Even in those characters

of proportion it is closeh' similar to P4 of

specimen I, which is referred to K. rohustus

with reasonable confidence.

PROPOTTO' new genus

Type-species: Propoffo leakeyi new species.

K)iown distribution: Miocene of Ken\a;

Songhor and probabl) Rusinga.

Diagnosis: Lorisids with variable lower
cheek tec^h closely resembling those of

Perodicticu.s. l^-M.-j rounded, ovate in out-

' Meant to imply an antecedent but not neces-

sarily ancestral relati\e of the potto. Although tlic

xalid ueniMic name of the potto is prolialily Prro-

(licliciis. Potto has also heen used. The \alid

specific luune of the potto is probably Pcrodicticus

potto altlion^h se\eral other names are also in use.
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Table 4. Measurements in millimeters of lower teeth of Propotto leakeyi from Kenya.
Methods and conventions as in Table 3.

Specimen
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Lower teeth of Progalago dorae, P. song-

horetuis, Komba rohustus, and K. minor

fall into four corresponding size groups
\\'ithout overlap among the known samples.

Propotfo leakcyi is of about the same size

as Progalago dorae, but it is so distinctive

moiphologically that its upper teeth could

almost surely be recognized if found. (Tliey

are not known.) Tlie smallest species
known from lower dentitions, Komba minor,

should be recognizable by its size, or, at

least, upper teeth too large to occlude can

be excluded from consideration. In fact

none of the upper teeth here available

could belong to this species.

There remain three species of different

sizes based on lower jaws and teeth:

Progalago dorae, P. songhorcnsis, and
Komba robiistu.s, in sequence of decreasing
size. Of the eight specimens with upper
teeth, one (AI of consolidated list) is so

poorly preserved as not to warrant any at-

tempt at identification. The other seven do
fall into three groups as regards size. They
are here taken as possibly corresponding
with the three named species based on

lower jaws. These references are, however,

quite uncertain. The skull and upper tooth

specimens are not included in specific

hypodigms (except Mioeuotictis bishopi)
or definitely referred to species. They are

here described as cf. Progalago dorae. etc.

MIOEUOTICUS' Leakey

Type-species: Mioeuoticus bishopi Leakey.

Mioeuoticus Leakey, in Bishop, 1962, p. 6.

Knoicn distribution: Miocene, Napak,
Uganda.

Diagnosis: P- (^longat{>; two-rooted. ?•'

also elongate; three-rooted. P' ovoid; two
main cusps; not molariform. M' -

subc|uad-

rate; corners rounded; not emarginatc> pos-

teriorly; less transverse than in most Recent

galagines (but cf. lorisines); hypocone
large, almost directb [losterior to proto-

^ Mio-euoticus in the original puhlieation. The
hyphen must he deleted under the International

Code of Zooloyieal Noniciu lature Article 32(e)(i).

cone; external cingulum present but nar-

row. M-' ovoid; relatively large; tricuspid.

Depth of anterior zygomatic root about as

in Galago (less than in Pcrodicticus, more
than in Euoticus).

Diseussion: In his original generic diag-
nosis Leakey noted resemblances to the

form here called cf. Progalago dorae but

said that the "upper molars differ mark-

edly ... in lacking the very well-defined

cinguliun." The molars are worn and not

perfecth' preserved, which has somewhat
obscured the cingulum, but study under

high magnification shows that M^"'" do have

external and partial posterior cingula. Tliese

are weaker than in cf. Progalago dorae but

stronger than in cf. Progalago songhorensis.
In further description of the t\'pe, Leakey
stated that the palate is much shallower

than in what I call cf. Progalago dorae, that

"the arrangement of the teeth in the palate"

(not otherwise specified or described) is

like Euoticus and not Galago or cf. Pro-

galago dorae, and that the root of the ca-

nine was set differently (the difference not

specified) from cf. P. dorae, Galago, or

Euoticus and more as in Pcrodicticus. The

palate of the Napak specimen is crushed

and I do not believe that anything really

distinctive about its degree of shallowness

can be surely established. These characters

must be quite variable and nondistinctive

in Recent galagines, for the specimens seen

by me do not clearly agree with Leakey's
statements about those used by him for

comparisons. The point about arrangement
of the teeth in the palate m;i\' refer to an

apparentl)- greatc>r canting inward of tlu^

molars in Euoticus than Galago or cf. Pro-

galago dorae, but in this respect Mio-
cuoticus seems to mc more like the latter

two fonns than like Euoticus. This, too, is

affected b\' crushing and not reliable. 1 do
not see any clear and constant diff(M-ence

in the wax- the canines are set in the groups
mentioned.

In short. I do not see any likely generic
distinctions between the type of Mioeuoticus

bishopi and specimens tentativelv referred
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Table .5. Measurements in millimeters of upper teeth of Miocene Lorisidae from Kenya
Methods and conventions as in Tables 3-4.
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Cf. Progalago dorae

Specimens AA and AF of the consoli-

dated list are appropriate in size and struc-

ture to occlude with lower dentitions of P.

dorae and AA does in fact occlude well on
actual trial, even though the specimens are

certainly from different individuals. This

generic and specific reference is thus rea-

sonably probable although it cannot be cer-

tain.

AA, a nearly complete skull and much
the best known fossil lorisoid, was described
at length and well figured by Le Gros Clark

(
1956

)
. Repetition of the description is un-

necessary, but some supplementary remarks

may be made.
The facial part of the skull is relatively

larger, both in breadth and in depth, than
in Recent lorisids of comparable over-all

size. Tliis is reflected not only in the very
large, especially w ide, palate but also in the

broad interorbital region and the deep or-

bits. The orbital floor is low, broad, and

comparatively flat, more or less as in

Euoficus and small species of Galag,o and
less like Perodicticus. The anterior root of

the zygoma is correspondingly low and
slender. In keeping with the depth of the

skull, the anterior orbital rim, between the
orbit proper and a shallow preorbital fossa

on the face, is relatively long and more

nearly vertical than in Recent lorisids.

In this family ( and indeed in most mam-
mals) a luichal crest is largely a function of

size and age, slight or absent in small spe-
cies and young individuals, develoiK-d in

old in(li\iduals of larg(> species, including
iiol ()iil\ Clala^o crassicaudaius as noted by
Le (iros Clark but also Pcrodicticus potto
and Nycticchi(.s coucan<i. This crest is, how-
ever, slightly stronger in the fossil than in

any Recent specimen seen by me. Except
for that slight diflerencc and for the gener-

ally less swollen or globular braincase, the

cranium ol llic fossil closel\- resembles that

of Pcrodicticus in almost all respects.
A po.storbital bar was almost certainly

present and its upper root may liaxc been

about as in Galag,o, Euoticus, or Arctoccbus,

probably not as stout or as vertical as in

the other three lorisines. There are two

temporal ridges and they are most nearly
like those of Pcrodicticus, although speci-
mens of the small species of Golo^o (not

Euoticus, which has a single ridge) are also

similar.

The tympanic bulla is complete but is

relatively smaller and less inflated than in

any Recent lorisid, most nearly resembling
Nycficcbus as Le Gros Clark noted, but the

difference from Pcrodicticus is slight. The

auditory opening is circular and very large;
there is no tendency to form a bony meatus.
The mastoid inflation is relatively slight,

but is not very different from Pcrodicticus.

Characteristic features of the dentition,

noted by Le Gros Clark or evident in his

figures, include: simple, nonmolariform P*;

subquadrate M^ - with large hypocones pos-
terior to protocones, relatively little trans-

verse, \\'ith strong cingula, no posterior

emargination; large, tricuspid M'\ The
alveoli or roots indicate that the root of the

lateral incisor was slightly larger than that

of the medial incisor, that P- was two-
rooted and elongated, that P'^ was three-

rooted and also elongated, and that there

are short diastemata bet\\'een the roots of

C and P- and P- and P-' —features unlike

any Recent lorisid.

Specimen AF, described and figured by
Le Gros (>lark and Thomas

( 1952, pp. 7-8,

pi. 3, fig. 9) probably belongs to the same

species as AA (which was described later),

and it confirms the precluding characters of

the antemolar dentition except that it has

no diastema bet\\'een P- and P'\ lliose two
tec>th are closely similar to Ccdatio cra.ssi-

caudatus and markcxlK" unlike the shorter,

more transverse teeth of all ReccMit lorisines.

Cf. Progalago songhorensis

Specimens AE, AG, and AH of the con-

solidated list arc included here. Tlu>\ w('r(>

unknown to Le Gros Clark and Tliomas.
riicx- are lairl\ similar in morpholog\- and
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of about the same size, which is approxi-

mately that of Pro'^aJdiio songhorensis. It

is, however, uncertain that they belong to

a single species or that the species is P.

songJwretms. AE, the best of the three

specimens, is one of the two specimens of

lorisids from Koru. It is, however, improb-
able that the species is the same as the

other specimen (N) from Koru, a partial

lower jaw with teeth too small to occlude

with AE and probably outside the specific

range.
Tlie M^ •'^ of specimen AE differ from

those of cf. Progahgo dorac (specimen AA)
not only in being smaller (Table 5) but

also in being more transverse, less quad-
rate but with more sharply angular antero-

and posteroexternal comers, anterior mar-

gin straighter and posterior margin slightly

concave, hypocone of M-, at least, less

prominent, and cingula virtually absent.

These differences are as great as between
distinct genera of Recent lorisids, and AA
and AE should perhaps be separated ge-

nerically. It is doubtful, however, whether
or not they represent previously named spe-

cies, and proposal of another genus pri-

marily on upper teeth seems undesirable for

the present.

Comparable parts of molars of AG and
AH differ somewhat from AE in size but

have the distinctive characters noted above.

AH includes P^, which is very simple, bi-

cuspid, with no clear indication of meta-
cone or hypocone. It seems to be almost

identical with P^, less well preserved, in

AA. Among Recent lorisids, it is near Pero-

dicticus but is less rounded, with a more
distinct parastylar projection, still more like

Nycticehtis. It is decidedly unlike any
Recent galagine P^.

Cf. /Combo robustus

Specimens AB, AC, and AD of the con-

solidated list are placed here. Again it is

uncertain whether these are really con-

specific or whether the species is K. ro-

bustus, but they are not clearly separable

specifically, they are from animals of about

the same size, and the size is near that of

K. robustus. Le Gros Clark and Thomas
(1952) ascribed AC (M--^) to Progakigo
dorac and AD (cranium without teeth) to

Progahgo sp. at a time when all the Mio-
cene lorisids were assigned to Progalago
and there were no other upper teeth to

compare with AC. Le Gros Clark later

(1956) noted that AD is at least specifically
and probably generically distinct from AA,
referred by him to Progalago sp. and by me
to cf. Progalago dorae. He also noted that

M- -^ of AC are very different from AA. I

agree, and to some extent that reinforces

reference of these specimens to a genus
judged distinct from Progalago on the basis

of lower jaws and dentitions.

Specimen AB, with P^-M-, was not known
to Le Gros Clark and Thomas. P* is basi-

cally bicuspid and, except for size and pro-

portions, much like those referred to cf.

Progalago dorae and cf. P. songhorensis.
M^ - are quite distinctive in outline, with

strongly projecting metastylar lobes, strongly

emarginate posterior border, and large

hypocone decidedly posterolingual to the

protocone. These characteristics are not

exactly matched but are closely approached
by Galago alleni (not other species of

Galago) and Loris tardigradus among Re-

cent lorisids. M- of specimen AC is almost

like that of AB. M'*^ is similar to M- but, as

usual, with reduced metacone-metastyle
and no hypocone. M'' is relatively large.

AD, cranium with endocast partly ex-

posed, was thoroughly described by Le
Gros Clark and Thomas (1956, pp. 14-19,

fig. 2,1 pi. 1, and pi. 2, fig. 3). The indi-

vidual represented is decidedly smaller than

the skull cf. Progalago dorae (specimen

AA), discovered later. Tlie size difference

is approximately that between lower jaws

^ A drawing of the endocast. The cerebellar

region is not exposed as the specimen is now pre-

served, and presumably the overlying bone was
here removed to make the drawing and then re-

phiced. Most of the bone removed from the skull

roof for that purpose, as seen by a comparison of

pi. 1 with fig. 2, of the text, was not replaced and

is not now preserved with the specimen.
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and dentitions of Pro'^ala^o dorae and

Komha rohustus. The bullae of AD are rela-

tively much larger and more inflated than

those of AA and approach each other much
more nearly on the basicranium. As Le
Gros Clark and Thomas noted, they are

about as large and inflated as in small spe-

cies of Galago, and more so than in Pcro-

dicticus or Nijcticehtis. The porus is rela-

tively smaller than in AA, probably less

smoothly circular, and more as in Recent

lorisids. As in AA, no long meatus is

present.

RELATIONSHIPS

Although not large, the available collec-

tions include at least three genera and five

species of lorisids of approximately the

same age and from the same general region.
It is by no means certain that all occurred

together either at the same place or at the

same time, but that would not be an eco-

logical improbability. In Africa today there

are at least four genera and seven species
of lorisids with extensively overlapping

ranges. Morphologically and, presumably,

ecologically the fossils are almost as varied

as the Recent forms. The four species now
referred to Progohij^o and Komha are a

rather compact group, probably somewhat
less imiform than Recent Galaginae but not

so diverse as Recent Lorisinae. Pwpotto
is more aberrant in dentition, at least, and
the difference from Komha is at least as

great as between any two living lorisids.

The peculiarly specialized dentition of

Propotto is definitely and uiiicjucly similar

to that of Recent Pcrodiclicus. Parallelism

cannot be excluded, but the most reason-

able conclusion is that the two genera are

closely and, among known forms, exclu-

sively related. Propotto seems, if an\ thing,
to be rather more specialized than Pcro-

dicticus, but even direct ancestry of the

genus Propotto, il not of the species P.

h'akci/i, to Perodicticiis is possible.

Tlie foregoing comparisons show that

none ol the other Miocene forms has clear

and special resemblances lo any one Recent

genus, let alone species. Even among the

few known parts, the resemblances are

eclectic, each fossil resembling more than

one different Recent species in different

characters. The names Proi^aJaiio and A//o-

c'uoticus are misleading to the extent that

they imply special resemblance or relation-

ship. The fossils also have characters not

precisely matched in any Recent species,
but these are surprisingly minor and in no
case striking. (

If Perodicticiis did not hap-

pen to survive, the peculiarities of Propotto
would be very striking. )

If, as Propotto strongly suggests, a lin-

eage generically allied to Perodicticiis

within the Lorisinae already existed in the

Miocene, it would seem to follow that the

Lorisinae and Galaginae were then dif-

ferentiated. The difficulty of distinguish-

ing those subfamilies by anatomical parts

preserved in the fossils was mentioned in

the preceding remarks on Recent lorisids.

In the character most nearly diagnostic^ of

the subfamilies in those Recent forms, the

structure of
P^,

all the fossils are more like

the Lorisinae. That might merely indicate

that primitive, nonmolariform P^ had not

yet been lost in Miocene Galaginae. In

other respects, all the fossils (except Pro-

potto) have a mixture of resemblances to

both Recent galagines and lorisines. It ma\
be somewhat improbable, but not impos-
sible, that only lorisines would occur in the

Miocene collections when galagines prob-

ably originated in Africa and are more di-

verse and abundant than lorisines there

now. I am quite uncertain as to whethi>r

Pro!j,alaii.o, Komha, and the dubious genus
Miociioticus are galagines, lorisines, or

neither, and I must now elassif\- (hem

simjily as Lorisida(\ sciisu lato. Propotto is

doubtless a lorisin(> if the distinction is vaHd
for the Miocene.

All the ])asic specializations of Recent
Lorisidae are present in tlie known parts of

the Miocene fossils. I do not detect an\

character in the fossils that is unquestionably

'

I'Atcpt for tlic pes, uiikmnvn in tlic fossils.
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more primitive than in any Recent lorisid.

Some Recent species are more specialized

than the fossils in one way or another. For

example, the mastoid inflation is greater in

Recent galagines than in either of the two

Miocene specimens revealing that charac-

ter, bnt one of those specimens is more
inflated than some Recent lorisines and the

other is not much, if any, less inflated. The
dental specialization of Propotto is at least

as great as in any Recent lorisid. The
molarization of P^ is less in the fossils than

in Recent Galaginae, but as great as in Re-

cent Lorisinae. Over-all, the fossils provide
no evidence of progressive change since the

Miocene, which perhaps is not surprising in

what has long been considered a primitive

group as living primates go.

Nevertheless, the lorisids are not gen-
eralized mammals or generalized primates.

They have distinct specializations, notably
in dental formula and differentiation of

antemolar teeth. The ectotympanic, annu-

lar but fixed in the lateral wall of the bulla,

is unique among Recent primates. These

specializations were present in the Miocene,
and their rise should permit recognition of

earlier relatives if specimens are found.

Simons (1962) has pointed out that Pro-

nycticehus and Anchomomijs resemble lori-

soids in several respects. Those are Eocene
or (for Promjcticehus) early Oligocene

European genera currently referred to the

nominally lemuroid family Adapidae, scnsii

lata. The antemolar dentitions are poorly
known and do not clearly have lorisoid

specializations. Resemblances in P^-Mi^, are

of a rather general nature, mostly in merely
primitive characters and hardly more than,

for example, in Pscudoloris, which despite
its name is a tarsioid with no special rela-

tionships to lorisoids. Resemblances in skull

proportions are also of a rather general and

primitive or adaptive nature. Most sugges-
tive is Simons' observation that the ecto-

tympanic of Promjcticehus, although not

definitely lorisoid, is in a condition that

could be pre-lorisoid. A relationship is pos-

sible, but we are not justified in drawing a

conclusion stronger than Simons' that, "Ji^ist

possibly, these [loris-like features of Pro-

nycticebtis] can be interpreted as indicating
the differentiation of the lorisiform pro-
simians from the general stock of the Adap-
idae (s. /. )." The Miocene lorisids do not

really help to close the gap because in the

known parts they are little if any more

primitive than some, at least, of the Recent

species.
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Explanation of Plate 1

Figure 1. Progalago dorae. Type (specimen A of consolidated list), left mandibular ramus witfi Pi and M^. la, crown

view, lb, lingual view. Measurements in text.

Figure 2. Progalago songhorens/s. Type (specimen E of consolidated list), left mandibular ramus with Mj .;. 2a, crown

view. 2b, lingual view. Measurements in text.

Figure 3. Komha robuslus. Type (specimen H of consolidated list), riglit mandibular ramus with P::-Mj. 3a, crown view.

3b, lingual view. Measurements in text.

Figure 4. Komba cf. robustus. Specimen N of consolidated list, right mandibular ramus with Pi-Mj. Measurements in text.

Figure 5. ?Komba minor. Type (specimen O of consolidated list), right mandibular ramus with Mi :.. 5a, crown view.

5b, lingual view. Measurements in text.

Figure 6. Propotio leakeyi. Type (specimen R of consolidated list), right mandibular ramus with P-.-Mj. 6a, crown view.

6b, lingual view. Measurements in text.

Figure 7. Propotfo leakeyi. Specimen S of consolidated list, left mandibular ramus with P;i-Mi and M:i. Crown view.

Measurements in text.

Figure 8. Propolto leakeyi. Specimen T of consolidated list, right mandibular ramus with Mj :i. Crown view. Measure
ments in text.
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Explanation of Plate 2

Figure 9. Cf. Progalago doroe. Specimen AA of consolidated list, right P -M". Crown view. Measurements in text.

Figure 10. Cf. Progalago songhorensis. Specimen AE of consolidated list, left M ". Crown view. Measurements in text.

Figure 11. Cf. Kombo robustus. Specimen AB of consolidated list, left P'-M". Crown view. Measurements in text.

Figure 12. Mioeuoficus b/shopi. Type (specimen AJ of consolidated list), left P'-M". Crown view. Measurements in text.
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